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Legatia is Hybrid Audio’s original
product offered starting in 2006, and
competition-proven worldwide. Legatia
products are sold in a la carte speaker
pairs or as component sets, allowing
the end-user to design a custom “bespoke” system of Legatia products, or
a combination of Legatia and other
Hybrid Audio Technologies product
offerings. A multitude of possible two-,
three-, and four-way systems can be
assembled using Legatia products.
Legatia has one tweeter offering, two
wide-bandwidth full-range midrange
drivers and two wide-bandwidth midrange/midbass offerings.

Legatia SE is a collection of seriously
enhanced drivers for the pinnacle of
sound reproduction, and the yardstick
by which other brands are compared.
Legatia SE and Pro is the enduring
brand of choice for critical audiophiles,
world championship car audio competitors, or for those that require the
very best in audio loudspeakers. The
SE series midranges and midbass utilize
the same mounting topology as the
Stage V Legatia products for immediate upgrade potential, and offer two
tweeter offerings, two wide-bandwidth
full-range midrange drivers and two
wide-bandwidth midrange/midbass
offerings.
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Mirus

Imagine

Mirus is Latin for “astonishing” and is
loosely termed our “entry-level” speaker
system, for at the price point of Mirus,
nothing else compares for accurate
sound reproduction. Mirus speaker
systems out-perform similarly-priced
competitor’s products both in sound
quality, spectral balance, and faithful
reproduction of the musical source.

Imagine is a favorite because of its
price to performance ratio, and easily out-performs competitor speaker
systems costing twice to three times
the price. Imagine is designed for those
interested in more than just an ‘OEM
replacement speaker.’
(5 ¼”, 6 ½” & 6x9” convertible coaxial/
component set offerings)

Kits include two-way coaxials with
proprietary water-proof paper cones
with swiveling soft-dome tweeters and
integrated tweeter crossover. Grilles
are optional.

Imagine subwoofers are the ideal
multi-purpose sound quality subwoofer speaker driver. Its parameters
are amenable to a variety of enclosures.
At home in virtually any arrangement,
boasting exceptional performance and
a high-fidelity design philosophy.
(6 ½”, 8” & 10” offerings)

(4”, 5 ¼”, 6 ½”, 5x7” & 6x9” coaxial offerings)

Unity

Unity is one of Hybrid Audio Technologies’ newest products offerings, and
was designed for the discerning individual interested in a product between
the Stage II Imagine and Stage IV Clarus
product lines. The Unity kits include
the best features of the Imagine-series
components, including the same cast
ABS frame, spider, and water-proof
cone, with Clarus-level enhancements,
including the inclusion of the Clarus C1
tweeter and incorporation of the Clarus
asymmetric crossover topology for a
step-up in performance.
(5 ¼” & 6 ½” component set offerings)

Clarus

Clarus joins the ranks of the winningest
brand in organized sound quality
competition since Hybrid Audio Technology’s inception and was reviewed
by Car Audio & Electronics Magazine as
one of the finest component sets ever
tested. Many Clarus design cues were
gleaned from the Stage V Legatia series, and developed with an obsessive
attention to detail. Clarus offers higher
grade materials, improved power handling and midbass authority, with an
elevated tonal character and spectral
balance over other products in Clarus’
price range and beyond.
(5 ¼” & 6 ½” component set offerings)

